SRA Electronic Newsletter
World Congress on Risk in Singapore underlines truly international
nature of Risk Analysis.
High-level researchers and academics from around the world were represented this
July at the 4th World Congress on Risk. Regional organisations came together to
streamline the objectives of the SRA and provide insights on risk from a variety of
unique perspectives. Familiarize yourself with the many faces of SRA in this month's
fascinating newsletter.
Read a full review of the World Congress here.

The upcoming SRA Latin
American meeting is set
to take place in São
Paolo, Brazil in May of
2016. Read more about
the theme of
"Development and Risks
in the Latin American
Context" from President
Elizabeth Nunes Alves.
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Yong-Jin Lee of SRA
Korea gives a recap of
the expert meeting
featuring "Nuclear Power
and Risk Governance"
and sets the stage for
their upcoming Annual
Meeting on "Infection
and Hospital
Environment".

President Naomi Cogger
of SRA Australia and
New Zealand updates us
on Prof. Ortwin Renn's
visit and what is in store
for the future of their
regional organization.

Following a roundtable
discussion at the SRA
World Congress, the SRA
teams up with the EU
NanoSafety Cluster in
forming the SRANSC.
Members are welcome to
take part and can find out
more here.

The SRA Twitter
campaign shows
continued expansion with
our tweets reaching as
many as 450 users.
Please be sure to follow
@SocRiskAnalysis and
help grow the platform,
and be sure to submit
your content to be
tweeted.

The third in our series of
exciting webinars will be
hosted by Dr. Terje Aven
on September 23rd. The
topic of this captivating
session is "Introduction
to Foundations in Risk
Analysis." View the full
schedule of upcoming
monthly webinars here,
and sign up before they fill
up!

Last month exposure
science lost a vital
member. Dr. Paul Lioy's
detailed analysis of dust
after 9/11 provided
exceptional insight on the
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